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Abstract

Studies have shown that the buildings and the construction sector accounted for 36% of

final energy use and 39% of energy and process-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in 2018,

11% of which resulted from manufacturing building materials and products such as steel,

cement, and glass (Birlol, Andersen, 2019). In a time when global warming and climate change

are at the forefront of everyone's minds, this needs to change. This model addresses possible

solutions on how construction companies can be more green while constructing new skyscrapers,

using AHP to determine which alternative is best out of HVAC systems, Grey Water, Smart

Equipment, and Green building materials. Each of these alternatives is also tied to a list of

criteria, including how cost-efficient they are if people and construction companies are willing to

adopt these products, how easy it is to integrate into a building, and how much they cost

compared to regular material, how large of an impact these changes will make, and efficiency is

there a large difference in energy savings between the two products. Through the AHP model, it

determined that Green HVAC systems were the best choice out of the alternatives. Showing that

switching to eco-friendly HVAC systems makes the biggest ecological impact as well as fitting

all the criteria the best.
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Green Construction in New Commercial Buildings

When looking for a topic to try and research the group had to look no further than

directly outside. Living in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania we live in one of the worst environmental

cities in the nation. Ravaged by air pollution from steel mills, airport pollution, and new

construction of skyscrapers downtown. This is a pressing issue that needs to be addressed.

Although the group can not go back in time and fix the decades of pollution that steel mills and

airports have caused to the city we call home, fixing the buildings that are being constructed is

one way that could combat the terrible environmental conditions that is Pittsburgh. That is what

the AHP model is being used for, testing to find the best way to implement eco-friendly

construction of new buildings. A problem that not just our city faces but the rest of the world

does as well. The goal of our AHP model is to find out how construction companies could be

more green while building skyscrapers and being able to possibly attain a green efficiency rating.

Throughout the rest of the report, the discussion will focus on the criteria that the model uses as

well as the possible alternatives that can be implemented to make the construction of these

buildings to be more sustainable and green.

Method

Sustainable construction involves using renewable and recyclable materials on building

projects to reduce energy consumption and toxic waste. The primary goal of this initiative is to

decrease the industry’s impact on the environment by utilizing sustainable construction

procedures, practicing energy efficiency, and harnessing green technology.
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While several companies from different business sectors are doing ways to be more

environmentally responsible, many focus their attention on the construction industry since it is

considered the largest user of global resources. This sector alone is responsible for approximately

50% of the worldwide consumption of raw materials and is a significant waste producer. It

makes construction unique because by changing outdated practices, the industry can significantly

reduce the effects of global warming. Many construction firms are now recognizing the

importance of sustainable and green building methods. With the increased interest in

sustainability and energy conservation, new advances in technology, materials, and practices

have been developed over the past decade to enable and promote overall efficiency.

One of the best ways to implement sustainability in construction is through materials.

Technological advancements have paved the way for a new generation of more robust, lighter,

and renewable building materials such as insulated access doors and panels, which can help push

traditional practices to be more environment-friendly. These ecological materials also help

promote a cleaner Earth by reducing the carbon footprint of the buildings that utilize these

elements. They have the same purpose as their non-renewable counterparts while also

aesthetically pleasing and much more efficient. Ergonomic construction isn’t just about using

renewable materials; it’s also about implementing methods that enhance sustainable efforts.

Construction sustainability isn’t just beneficial for the environment, but it also supports the

well-being of individuals and communities. There are many proven benefits of adopting the

green initiative in the building industry.
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Criteria

(Cost, Implementation,adoption, efficiency, impact)

The criteria that are used in the AHP model can be stemmed from the basics of a

PESTEL analysis as well as trying to run a profitable business. Using a mix of both, the criteria

assesses real problems that are faced in the construction sector today.

First looking at adoption, adoption can be defined as simply if the construction

companies and the tenants of the building are willing to adopt the new green building. The

adoption of the new eco-friendly market for green buildings has been growing. The green

building market is anticipated to be among the fastest-growing industries worldwide. The

number of LEED-certified projects in the United States rose from 296 certifications in 2006 up

to over 67,200 in 2018 (Statista, 2022). With that statistic, it is easy to say that most of the

construction companies would be on board. The projected revenue from the construction of

green buildings in 2022 is forecasted to be almost $100 billion. The global green construction

market size is expected to reach a value of more than US$ 774 billion by 2030 increasing at a

CAGR of more than 11.8% over the next 8 years (Wilson, 2022). Construction companies would

be foolish to go against one of the largest growing industry trends. As far as tenant adoption, it is

said that tenants are willing to pay up to 15% more in rent for a building that is green-certified. It

looks as if both the construction company and the tenant would be happy to have green

buildings. No matter what alternative is used to get there.

The next criterion that is used in the AHP model is the cost, not only the cost of the

building but also the cost versus a more common building supply. While the cost of green

construction has decreased over the years, it's still generally more expensive than traditional

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fGsYrsYQrTx67MCCIqwa92Et99vNasynhPhvuQYVbB3HOvz7DE6esPoBIahFSKt2t6JrfbhShl-Yyae1iNr87GCU4D2eOu5H4q722SIhll0fJ_YmL9hGNh1xsRN6qj_RvyM243c62ntAQxAG4Gr-8P81CJRaVuS5ZeAZlmo0qfk=
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=fGsYrsYQrTx67MCCIqwa92Et99vNasynhPhvuQYVbB3HOvz7DE6esPoBIahFSKt2t6JrfbhShl-Yyae1iNr87GCU4D2eOu5H4q722SIhll0fJ_YmL9hGNh1xsRN6qj_RvyM243c62ntAQxAG4Gr-8P81CJRaVuS5ZeAZlmo0qfk=
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buildings. And depending on which green features and materials you use, the payback can be

relatively short or quite long. It can also cost money to have a building certified green through

programs such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED). For example, the

One World Trade Center cost 3.9 billion dollars, the most expensive building in the whole United

States with that. One World Trade Center received a Leadership in Energy and Environmental

Design (LEED) Gold Certification, making it one of the most environmentally sustainable

skyscrapers in the world.

Implementation is the next criterion, which would be how they decide to build the

building that has the greatest impact on the surrounding environment. That is why the builder

that built the One World Trade Center used LEED to see what would suit New York the best. On

page 12 is the full report for the World Trade Center and you can see that some areas are better

than others but the building has the gold in terms of LEED. From that, we have the impact of

building a greener building. This is two-sided on one side yes the building would be good for the

environment and show that the world is moving forward to a greener time but also you have to

look at does building a skyscraper make sense like for example the Burj Khalifa the world's

tallest building by definition it has a gold rating with LEED but right now it uses 250,000 gallons

of water per day. The other side is yes you might be building a green building but how is the

building being put together with such as transportation of the materials to the job site, it would be

like going something halfway. If construction companies build green buildings they have to go

green themselves.

Another criterion that is being used in the model is efficiency. This can simply be

explained as if the alternative that is being presented is more efficient than the thing it is

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership_in_Energy_and_Environmental_Design
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replacing. The first alternative that can be looked at is grey water. The average commercial

building uses about 20 gallons of water per square foot. For a building like the freedom tower in

New York which is 3.5 million square feet, it would use about 70 million gallons a year. With a

grey water system installed it is said that in a commercial building it could save about 6% a year

on total water usage or in the case of the freedom tower 4.2 million gallons. Through a building's

life, it can be substantial. Moving onto green construction material, concrete that emits C02 can

be replaced with “green” concrete that is stronger and absorbs C02 from the city producing a

carbon-negative building. Other alternatives include introducing new and improved HVAC

systems, HVAC systems in a building are large burners of energy. Once again the new “green”

HVAC system can help reduce energy costs by 30%. Finally looking at smart equipment, smart

equipment such as smart light switches helps save as much as 40% in energy consumption and

costs. All of our alternatives presented help to improve the efficiency of a building substantially.

Alternatives

When it comes to designing and implementing a green construction project, there are four

primary alternatives that we took into consideration for this project. These alternatives include

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) solutions, sustainable construction materials,

smart equipment, and greywater.

HVAC

For our HVAC systems solution, several new and improved “Green” systems could be

implemented to help sustainability. In NYC alone 42% of the total greenhouse gasses emitted in

the city come from the heating and cooling of the buildings. Worldwide however 60% of the
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energy consumption is used on HVAC systems. Through new systems that have been developed,

new systems can reduce energy usage by 90%, lower temperatures faster, and use 30% less

water. Although these systems are slightly more expensive, in the long run, they pay for

themselves through substantially lower energy usage and costs.

Materials

The materials that buildings are constructed from are another alternative to help with

their overall sustainability. It is common knowledge in today’s day and age that skyscrapers emit

tons of harmful chemicals and increase their surrounding area’s heat signature. However, with

new advancements in construction technology, new types of concrete are being researched and

produced that are not only stronger but safer and more environmentally friendly. Certain

concretes have been shown to absorb and store co2 that is emitted into the atmosphere, making a

building carbon negative.

Smart Equipment

Another option for reducing building emissions and energy consumption, Smart

Equipment use of technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Monitoring Equipment, etc.

building managers can calculate the exact amount of energy consumption that is used on a

routine basis and can find the most simple and cost-effective way to reduce it. Smart Equipment

is less of an alternative in this sense and functions more as a complimentary piece in the quest for

a greener building. The downside to this however is that smart equipment for buildings is still

relatively in its infancy and can come with a rather hefty price tag. The price of between $2.50 to

$7.50 per square footing of a building is an incredibly hefty price however given that in other
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changes to the building you save tens of thousands of dollars per year, especially when using

greywater systems, you make up the loss for monitoring by saving elsewhere. According to

manufacturers, buildings using smart equipment can save up to 15% on energy bills, up to 12%

on heating bills, and another 15% on cooling bills.

Greywater

Greywater is also an alternative as it helps reduce the amount of water substantially as

well, instead of using fresh water to flush toilets it filters water from the handwashing station and

other water sources to use to flush. The average household uses 107,000 gallons of water per

year. Given that 1,000 gallons of water are the equivalent of $1.50, the average household uses

$160.50 worth of water per year. The average skyscraper uses roughly 20,000,000 gallons of

water per year which at the rate of $1.50 per 1,000 gallons costs $30,000 per year. Greywater

systems will cost around $800 to $4,000 for installation which will result in a savings of at most

$29,200 in the first year alone and at least $26,000 in the first year alone.

Results

Based on the rankings of the AHP results we will be able to determine which alternative

is most viable while considering every criterion.
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Outcome 1: Alternative HVAC

Eco-friendly HAVC systems are ranked number one in our results. It scored high in

adoption, efficiency, and impact. At the same time, falling a bit short in cost and integration.

Outcome 2: Smart Equipment

Smart equipment scored high in impact, efficiency, and integration. Compared to the

other alternatives, smart equipment also has a lower cost as well.
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Figure 3

This is the full breakdown of the LEED report for the World Trade Center building One.
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Conclusion

Through the AHP model, it can conclude that through the testing, the ideal way to help

make construct green skyscrapers is through the use of new and improved HVAC systems,

followed by smart equipment, building material, and then grey water. HVAC systems relate to

the criterion the best. Being cost-efficient, easy to integrate, people are willing to adopt it, and

finally, easily able to integrate into the new buildings. Although all options are great ways to

make a building become green and possibly get a green” efficiency rating the largest impact was

through the HVAC systems.
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